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Abstract. Intrusion detection systems (IDS) analyse network traffic
data with the goal to reveal malicious activities and incidents. A general
problem with learning within this domain is a lack of relevant ground
truth data, i.e. real attacks, capturing malicious behaviors in their full
variety. Most of existing solutions thus, up to a certain level, rely on rules
designed by network domain experts. Although there are advantages to
the use of rules, they lack the basic ability of adapting to traffic data.
As a result, we propose an ensemble tree bagging classifier, capable of
learning from an extremely small number of true attack representatives,
and demonstrate that, incorporating a general background traffic, we are
able to generalize from those few representatives to achieve competitive
results to the expert designed rules used in existing IDS Camnep.
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1

Introduction

Intrusion detection systems analyse network traffic data with the goal to reveal
malicious activities and incidents. In this paper we refer to an existing solution
for intrusion detection, a multistage collective network behavior analysis system
called Camnep [22]. The strategy of Camnep is to monitor high volume traffic
networks for incidents, based on statistical information aggregated from publicly accessible parts of connections, i.e network flows or NetFlows (Section 3),
utilizing variety of techniques from rules to statistical modeling. To assess maliciousness of incidents the system needs to extract higher-level information from
lower-level data by constructing so called events from the individual NetFlows.
Aggregating NetFlows to meaningful entities is an open problem and existing
solutions rely mostly on standards and handmade rules designed by domain
experts.
The goal of this paper is to provide adaptive machine learning model, capable
to generalize from an extremely small number of available true attack representatives, with accuracy close to the expert designed process presented in Camnep.
To that aim, we first introduce a fast scalable heuristic procedure for the extraction of generic events from NetFlow traffic (Section 4). Second, we propose an

enhanced Random-Forest-based learning model (Section 5) utilizing the small
number of available ground truth samples of particular incident types, with the
help of a large number of samples generated from background traffic by the
heuristic procedure. The performance of the learned model to identify intrusions
is evaluated against Camnep on the same traffic data, and a correspondence of
the two methods is analyzed (Section 6).

2

Related work

The amount of network generated data and progress in the area of machine learning suggest for development of automatic and adaptive solutions to address the
intrusion detection problem, and there has been a wide variety of machine learning approaches proposed to tackle IDS issues [28]. Related works utilize decision
trees to learn explicit knowledge [15], and unsupervised methods using clustering
as an inherent part of network traffic analysis [16]. In some latest works, even
distributed, robust approaches utilizing strategies from trust modeling and game
theory were introduced [2].
The most relevant works, assuming the nature of our dataset, include oneclass anomaly detection methods for IDS [20], and semi-supervised approaches
for traffic classification [9]. From the learning point of view, the most related
works include utilizing Random Forests algorithm to build intrusion patterns [8]
or to detect anomalies through the random forest outlier measure [29].
However, in real world practice, there are numerous issues affiliated with an
online use of machine learning models on actual networks, and majority of the
IDS currently in use are still either rule, or expert system based [18], providing
the advantage of interpretability. A somehow hybrid approach is presented in
Camnep [22], which combines expert rules for information and feature extraction
on the lower stages, with data mining, classification, agent techniques and trust
modeling in the final stages [23].
A number of the related works refer to a popular dataset created in 1999
named KDD’99 [19], published by Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). Although it was a step forward in comparing and evaluating IDS approaches, this work has received a lot of critique for including flaws in many statistical respects [27], limitations that are inherited from the DARPA datasets [17],
and is widely considered outdated. While problems with the KDD’99 dataset are
well-known, in this paper we refer to a real-use IDS Camnep [22], processing recent university traffic, instead of KDD’99, in a widely used NetFlow format to
guide and evaluate ourselves, so that we can work with actual incidents and
provide feedback relevant to the system.
In contrast with most previous works on detection we take a rather di↵erent
approach than just classifying preprocessed standalone connections with features, that are not always present in practice, as we address the problem on
an event layer, built on top of the NetFlow records. The main contribution of
this work is then the joint approach to the detection problem, aggregating flows
into events and leveraging the potentially unlimited source of useful background

samples (Section 4) for the respectively customized tree ensemble learning model
(Section 5.1). We finally evaluate our model against real-use IDS [22], while utilizing the NetFlow standard format, collected from in-line university network
probes, all in actual development with Cisco research.

3

Traffic data

The traffic data we work with were collected from local university (CTU) network during a period of one week. In its raw form the data consist of elementary
information aggregated from network packets, which we refer to in this paper
as NetFlows. It is a unidirectional component of TCP (UDP, ICMP equivalent)
identified by shared source and destination addresses and ports, together with
the protocol, captured within the frame of activity defined by a timeout mechanism. The NetFlow format was introduced on Cisco routers to give the ability
to collect IP network traffic as it enters or exits an interface, and it is a tuple of:
Start, Duration, Protocol, src-IP, src-Port, dest-IP, dest-Port, Flags,
#Packets, #Bytes
This format is widely adopted for security event logging and a number of
affiliated disciplines[12, 24]. As a comprehensible unit of network communication
with a number of high level features, many IDS works built their detection
capabilities on the NetFlow level [26], but generally the incidents and attacks
may consist of a multitude of NetFlows. Such sets of flows are commonly called
events. In addition to information carried by individual flows, events display
more complex aggregated properties that cannot be perceived on the individual
flow level [2].
Example 1. For a simplistic instance consider a sequence of flows aiming at a
particular endpoint port 22. If each of the flows is to be analyzed separately, it
can easily be considered as a regular ssh communication request. Yet when we
group those flows, according to their properties, such as the destination endpoint,
we can explore potential malicious ssh-cracking behavior from the distributed
plurality of small similar flows checking the same ssh endpoint during a short
time-scope, possibly transferring a considerable amount of data back afterwards.
In this paper, we work with two sources of available data: ground truth events
and background traffic flows. Ground truth events represent attacks evaluated
and confirmed by a domain expert and constitute our only source of positive
training examples. They are quite scarce as there are only dozens of ground
truth events collected. The particular samples of attacks in our ground-truth
events include various types of port-scan behavior and samples of ssh-cracking.
We are aware that the particularities of these two types of attacks introduce
bias into the model, making it possibly hard to generalize over di↵erent types of
attacks, especially those with more complex network behavior. Nevertheless, for
the sake of clarity we refer to these samples in the rest of the paper as generally
the malicious events or attacks.

Background traffic flows is then a large collection of all flows from a snapshot
of the local university network traffic. Events occurring within this collection are
not available and yet need to be determined (Section 4). Also the true nature
of the underlying background traffic is unknown, but believed to be generally
legit. Most of the events probably correspond to harmless activities but some
of them may also correspond to attacks. Since, in the end, we will need to
evaluate how accurately our learned models are able to detect attacks and, more
specifically, how close they can get to the performance of particular Camnep
rules, we will proceed as follows. In the training phase, we will always work
only with the ground truth events and with the unlabeled background traffic
but in the testing phase, we will label the background traffic using Camnep and
evaluate the accuracy of the learned models using its output labeled test-set
events. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the background traffic events
labeled as malicious by Camnep as the system samples.
Naturally, the use of labels obtained using Camnep as a proxy for the true
labeling has its drawbacks, particularly that a model which could detect the same
set of malicious events as Camnep perfectly and on top of that also some missed
malicious events would be considered worse than a model which would just
perfectly mimic Camnep. However, there is no simple remedy for this problem
except a laborious confirmation of the detected discrepancies by a domain expert,
which is costly and time-consuming and which we therefore did not perform for
this initial study (but which we plan to do in the future).

4

Event extraction

As we mentioned, the extraction of events from background flows is a crucial
step in the detection of malicious behavior. Unfortunately, there is no general
prescription of how an event should be formed based on the properties of the
underlying flow set, and common approaches (including Camnep) thus rely on
some form of flow clustering [5]. Whatever the underlying events look like, we
need to miss as few malicious samples as possible, and thus we generally want
the event extraction procedure not to be picky about what constitutes an event.
For this reason we restrain from using standard clustering algorithms, employing
pair-wise similarity metric defined on the flow level, as they would introduce a
bias, while assigning each flow into a single cluster, possibly causing some of
the attacks to be missed. In other words, in this stage we want to generally
maximize recall of events and leave the burden of selecting the proper malicious
ones on classifiers trained to do so based on past data. On the other hand, we
also cannot extract all subsets of background flows as events because there would
be an astronomical number of them. Therefore, the way the background event
samples are constructed comes from generic rules, capturing only very general
constraints on what is and what is not an event. Most of these rules can be
understood as a parallel to the basic NetFlow/IPFIX aggregation features [7],
but they operate on top of the Netflow level, creating more complex aggregates
with considerable amount of redundancy for the sake of proper event recall
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Fig. 1. Illustration of event structure type behavior variations as induced by the use
of background event extraction rules.

maximization (while surely extracting a number of false events, too). We design
the extraction rules as follows.
endpoint rules
1. all flows share the same source IP and source port
2. all flows share the same source IP and destination port
3. all flows share the same destination IP and source port
4. all flows share the same destination IP and destination port
similarity rules
1. all flows share the same protocol
2. all flow sizes, i.e. number of bytes transferred, are similar
3. all the flows are close enough in time
Each of the subsets of the above set of 4 address rules {1..4}, combined
together with the full set {1, 2, 3} of similarity rules, constitute a prescription on
how to extract event from the used background traffic netflow data. Applying
all of these combinations exhaustively on the data, as described in Algorithm 1,
we can extract high diversity of network events.
In the background event extraction process, the incoming NetFlow sequence
is simply being split into discrete time intervals to consider the events within,
which is sort of a standard in network traffic monitoring and analysis [25]. The
sets of flows are then stored in clusters, growing as the new NetFlows are coming from the traffic. The incoming flows are checked against the rules that define
a mask on the flow endpoints and other static properties, such as protocol in
our simple scenario. Each of the flow clusters also stores a number of properties such as the values of common endpoints, average size of flows, flags, etc.
These properties are maintained during the whole process, resulting into events
that represent diverse network behavior, including variety of structural configurations of events, such as those depicted in Figure 1, which are similar to graphlet
patterns explored in other works on flow traffic classification [13].

Algorithm 1 Background event sample extraction
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

ruleBase
the rule combinations for generic events
f lows
the incoming sequence of NetFlow
winSize
maximal time spread of flows
function DistributeFlows(f lows)
minT ime
time of the first flow 2 flows
maxT ime
time of the last flow 2 flows
intervalCount
(maxT ime minT ime)/winSize
f lowW indows
emptySet
for all f low 2 f lows do
idx = (f low.time minT ime)/winSize
f lowW indowsidx = f lowW indowsidx [ f low
return f lowW indows
f lowW indows

DistributeFlows(f lows)

procedure ExtractEvents
for all f lowW indow 2 f lowW indows do
for all rule 2 ruleBase do
for all f low 2 f lowW indow do
if f low.properties ✓ rule.properties then
JoinClusters(flow,rule)
events

. flow distribution

. flow aggregation

emptySet

procedure Joinclusters(f low, rule)
added
f alse
for all cluster 2 events do
endpoints = rule.endpoints ^ cluster.endpoints
if endpoints ✓ f low.endpoints then
if f low.size ⇡ cluster.averageSize then
cluster = cluster [ f low
endpoints = endpoints \ f low.endpoints
cluster.endpoints = endpoints
added
true
if ¬added then
nC = {f low}
nC.endpoints = f low.endpoints ^ rule.endpoints
events = events [ nC

. rule checking

We note that the configuration of this exhaustive extraction strategy ensures
that every event detected by Camnep from the same traffic data will also occur
as some event, or a subpart thereof, in the extracted background-traffic event
set, and so the proper event recall is truly maximal. Moreover, various valid
parts of such an event might get extracted as well.
Example 2. For instance, in our setting all single flow ssh requests to an endpoint
server within a short time period will get extracted as a compact ”many-to-one
ssh-requests” event, yet some of those requests might get grouped by the source
IP only, as well as all of these single requests will again stand as separate sshrequest events in the final background event dataset.
This does not mean that all flow subsets of an event are extracted, but
generally rather those maximal sets that exhibit some interesting and common
behavior of flows, according to their structural and other properties, as restricted
by the generic prescription rules and the nature of the traffic itself.

5

Learning

The goal of learning a classifier from the network traffic data is to automatically
generalize knowledge from a small number of ground truth attacks available,
with an accuracy comparable to that of a human domain expert. For that we
use similar, relatively simple and intelligible representation of an event as a set
of 30 features calculated from standard aggregation functions applied over the
sets of contained flows and their attributes, such as count of flows, average of
#packets, standard deviation of #bytes, etc.
There is a wide variety of di↵erent methods for training classifiers from data.
However, as it turns out, the characteristics of the network traffic data which we
study in this paper make a straightforward application of o↵-the-shelf machine
learning tools a bit problematic. The two main reasons for this are as follows.
First, we have labels only for the positive examples (the ground-truth malicious
events) and we only know about the other larger part of the data coming from
the background traffic that the fraction of positive examples is extremely small.
Second, the datasets which we work with are highly class-skewed, with a skew
usually of several orders of magnitude (the ratio of 1 : 105 is easily possible in
this domain) as total majority of the events in the background traffic correspond
to normal activities.
Besides straightforward approaches, such as considering the background traffic globally negative, there are remedies to tackle this problem. In particular,
there is variety of anomaly detection approaches, utilizing notably one class
classifiers [14], and semi-supervised strategies, exploiting the unlabeled majority
of data through the few labeled samples and some a priori assumptions [11]. A
similarly motivated approach is to exploit the assumption that malicious events
are rare and similar to each other, which would ideally mean that they occupy
small neighborhoods of ground-truth malicious events in the feature space. We
further explore this intuition through a method based on ensembling techniques.

5.1

Subsampled random forests

One of the best-performing [10] machine learning algorithms these days is the
Random Forest [4]. The algorithm creates an ensemble of decision trees by bagging. In each iteration of the Random Forest algorithm, a bag of examples is
randomly selected by sampling with replacements the same number of examples
as is in the original dataset. Then, one tree is learned upon each such resampled dataset where, in the learning process, the features to be used in a split
node are only selected from a randomly sampled subset of features. The output of a learned Random Forest classifier is computed as the average of votes
of the individual trees in the ensemble. The classification of a test example is
then performed by comparing the output of the random forest classifier to a
selected threshold. Thus, by decreasing the threshold, one can usually increase
the number of true positives but also, at the same time, the number of false
positives. The output of Random Forest can also be thought of as the confidence
of classifying an example as positive. It can so be used to rank events from most
suspicious to least suspicious.
However, Random Forest itself is not well suited for learning from imbalanced
datasets. There have been two main remedies proposed to tackle this problem [6],
one of them based on cost sensitive learning, and the other on the use of sampling.
The cost sensitive methods performed poorly in our scenario and thus we further
explored the sampling methods that are able to target a deeper issue. The issue
is that when the number of background-traffic examples becomes really large,
it is no longer just a matter of balancing the cost thresholds, as the trees in
the ensemble become very correlated in the sense that they share very similar
decision boundaries, and therefore the output of the learned forests will be equal
for a majority of events, making it impossible to reasonably rank them by their
suspiciousness. To solve this problem, we utilize a simple modification of the
original majority class subsampling strategy [6], somewhat similar to [3], stated
as follows. When sampling the positive examples of which there are only a few
instances, we follow the normal strategy and sample with replacements a set of
the same size as the positive set, but when sampling the negative examples we
sample a smaller set (also with replacements) with the subsampling ratio given
as a parameter. Intuitively this simple strategy should increase the variability
among the trees.
Example 3. An illustration of the intuition giving a rationale for the above
method is shown in Figure 2. Here, the examples are 1-dimensional and can
acquire values from 0 to 1. There are 105 learning examples sampled from the
uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1). The examples to the left from 0.1
threshold are classified as positive and the rest as negative. We train a bagged
ensemble of threshold decision rules on this data. The dash-dotted line in Figure 2 corresponds to outputs of an ensemble obtained by conventional bagging,
whereas the solid curve corresponds to outputs of an ensemble trained by the
method in which negative examples are always subsampled for each bootstrap
sample. We can notice that the subsampled case still gives the same output for

Fig. 2. Illustration of the intuition for the subsampled random forest method.

the examples in the area where positive samples occur, which is a desirable behavior in the case of expert-labeled ground-truth positive events. On the other
hand, the output decays more slowly in the area of negative examples and thus
allows us to rank them. We expect that a similar e↵ect takes place while subsampling the negative examples in the random forest model. The results of our
experiments performed in Section 6 actually suggest that this is indeed the case.
The motivation for the subsampling method employed in this work is di↵erent
from the motivation for the methods developed in literature for dealing with
imbalanced datasets using Random Forests [6, 3]. In our case, what we need to
achieve is to have di↵erent output values for as many examples as possible, so
that we can rank the events by our confidence that they are attacks and not a
normal traffic. We also know class labels of only a subset of positive examples
and no class labels for negative examples. On the other hand, in existing works,
the main motivation is to improve classification performance when all class labels
are known.

6

Evaluation

We performed several experiments in order to evaluate the ability of di↵erent
types of models to detect malicious events in the data. For training, we only
used the ground truth and the background traffic data. For testing on separate test-sets, we created labeled events using the Camnep system utilizing the
expert rules. As described in Section 3, this means that some of the false positive events detected by some classifiers may in fact correspond to true positives,
and so our evaluation is a bit skewed towards pessimism, but there is no other
tractable way of obtaining labels for the events in the background traffic part of
our dataset. Moreover, as we will see, some classifiers (notably the subsampled
random forests) are able to obtain some very good ROC curves, which indirectly
confirms accurateness of the labeling provided by Camnep.
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Fig. 3. A comparison of the selected state-of-the-art classifiers with ROC analysis,
where Random Forest and a single tree model dominate the beginning of the ROC(left).
Enhancement of Random Forest with the introduced subsampling technique boosts
the performance further(right), with the subsample ratio varying from a full bootstrap(default Random Forest) to 0.001 subsample.

6.1

State of the art classifiers

The first logical step, after performing initial data exploration experiments to
justify the machine learning approach, was to test o↵-the-shelf, state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithms. The algorithms we tested were decision trees, random forests, support vector machines, logistic regression and k-nearest neighbors.
Recall that the extreme class-skew of the dataset can render some otherwise very
good conventional algorithms unusable for our problem. Although some remedies could be found for those, the instant superior performance of trees and their
ensembles, especially in the beginning of ROC, as displayed for comparison in
Figure 3 (left), led us to exploit further in their direction.
6.2

Subsampled random forests

The performance of Random Forests, although superior to other standard approaches, was still not satisfactory. Most of the attacks were correctly classified
right from the start, i.e. with very low false positive rates, but the rest of the
system attacks was not covered until the false positive rates reached unbearable
levels (Figure 3, left). On the other hand, we noticed that these system attack
samples were possible to be in covered in some way, e.g., by generalized linear regressions. However, we could expect such behavior based on the intuition
presented in Section 5.1. There we explained why subsampling the background
traffic in the process of learning random forest classifiers should be beneficial in
settings like ours, where there are a few positive examples and a large number
of unlabeled samples, most of which are probably negative.

Fig. 4. CLS visualization of the model behavior by the means of ROC characteristics

We have tested various subsample ratios as parameters for the subsampling
strategy, and the resulting influence on the ROC performance of the tree ensemble can be seen in Figure 3 (right). Generally, we can note that the full
bootstrap performance, equal to the performance of the default Random Forest,
is always improved by the introduction of subsampling in terms of the area under the ROC curve. The decreasing sizes of bootstraps are gradually progressing
towards higher true positive rates at the expense of increasing the false positives
under di↵erent paces. Although the results are not conclusive for choosing a
generally optimal sub-sample ratio, we further favor the rates from around 0.01
to 0.1, providing a satisfactory compromise between the true and false positives.
6.3

Model analysis

We have shown that an automatic method is able to learn a model with a performance similar to the expert rules designed in Camnep. To further evaluate and
interpret the behavior of the learned model, we visualize the results in a similar
fashion to ROC characteristics as follows. We mark the system attack samples
covered by the model as true positives, those that were not covered as false
negatives, and possibly regular traffic covered as false positives. All these characteristics were then recorded for varying classification threshold scores. Using a
fast dimension reduction technique called Calibrated Least Squares (CLS) [21],
that was best able to visually distinguish these samples, we display the results,
for a chosen threshold, in Figure 4. From the projection we identify that the
most significant dimensions are mostly correlated with the overall size of events,
which is generally reflected in the expert rules, too. To search for some closer
correspondence with Camnep rules, we further explore the interpretability of
the model by extracting a single tree model from the ensemble, using a learning
technique introduced in [1]. For the interpretation, the extracted tree had to
be rapidly pruned, which renders its node decisions partially inaccurate. Nevertheless, from the splits in the nodes of the tree, we were able to identify a

number of patterns with an interpretation similar to the original Camnep rules.
Some examples of the extracted decisions from the paths commonly leading to
malicious-behavior-signed leaves in the tree, are as follows.
–
–
–
–

If
If
If
If

the
the
the
the

percentage of unique sizes of flows is lower than 40%
average number of packets transferred is lower than 6
shared destination port of flows equals 22
number of unique source ports is greater than 5

We are aware that the generality and accuracy of these decisions are disputable, and some bias towards the attack samples used is exhibited (e.g., the
22 port rule for ssh-cracking). Nevertheless, we present the interpretation as
an interesting option to validate design of expert rules, by which we indirectly
confirm the validity of both the model and the original rules used in Camnep.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we presented and analyzed adaptive means to learn an intrusion
detection model, from an extremely small number of ground truth attack representatives, with a performance competitive to the expert rule driven process
provided in a part of Camnep IDS system [22].
To capture more complex aggregation properties of the malicious behavior
in scope, we addressed the problem on the event level, built on top of the NetFlow layer, for which we introduced a fast, generic, heuristic event extraction
procedure. Recognizing the lack of ground truth event samples in the domain of
IDS, we utilized this procedure to extract variety of presumably normal event
behavior from a given background university NetFlow traffic. With the new extended training sample set, consisting of a few original ground truth attacks
and essentially unlimited number of background events, we presented machine
learning methods to compare against the output of Camnep on the same traffic.
To surpass the results of the state-of-the-art algorithms tested, we introduced
a novel random-forest-based subsampling method for tuning an ensemble tree
classifier, with a semi-supervised motivation, to account for the imbalanced nature of the data. This method is based on bootstrap subsampling, suppressing
the correlation of individual trees, w.r.t. class frequencies, and by its means we
increased the ensemble performance beyond the scope of regularly used tuning,
such as sample or misclassification weighting. The results of the experiments
performed suggested for the benefits of our bootstrap subsampling method, the
overall ability to learn to detect the attacks from the traffic in scope, and also
indirectly confirmed validity of the approach and particular rules from Camnep.
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